Making Sense of Science V
Full Seminar on Audio CD or Video DVD

MAKING SENSE OF SCIENCE V

A PRODUCTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS

Over 12 Hours of Content
Includes all written materials
Up to 14 CLE Credits

*CLE Credit is issued to participants who fulfill the necessary requirements and in states where self-study CLE is authorized & approved. Additional fees may apply.
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1. Bloodspatter Evidence for Lawyers | Gary Gibson
4. The Role of the Forensic pathologist in the Criminal Justice System | Dr. Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D.
5. Trends and Tips in Computer Forensics Discovery Prerequisites | Rick Albee
6. Forensic Evidence in Sexual Assault Cases | Colette Tvedt & Lisa Wayne
7. The Science of Eyewitness Identification | Karen Newirth & Gary Wells
8. Fighting the Prosecution’s “Fantasy of Forensics” | Jose Baez
9. DNA: From Basics to Advanced | Bicka Barlow, Simon Ford & Jennifer Friedman
10. Burning Down the House: Defending Accusations of Arson | Chris Adams
11. Mental Defenses | John Niland
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